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ABSTRACT

Aims. The magnetic star HD 148937 is the only Galactic Of?p star surrounded by a nebula. The structure of this nebula is particularly
complex and is composed, from the center out outwards, of a close bipolar ejecta nebula (NGC 6164/5), an ellipsoidal wind-blown
shell, and a spherically symmetric Strömgren sphere. The exact formation process of this nebula and its precise relation to the star’s
evolution remain unknown.
Methods. We analyzed infrared Spitzer IRS and far-infrared Herschel/PACS observations of the NGC 6164/5 nebula. The Herschel
imaging allowed us to constrain the global morphology of the nebula. We also combined the infrared spectra with optical spectra of
the central star to constrain its evolutionary status. We used these data to derive the abundances in the ejected material. To relate this
information to the evolutionary status of the star, we also determined the fundamental parameters of HD 148937 using the CMFGEN
atmosphere code.
Results. The Hα image displays a bipolar or "8"-shaped ionized nebula, whilst the infrared images show dust to be more concentrated
around the central object. We determine nebular abundance ratios of N/O = 1.06 close to the star, and N/O = 1.54 in the bright lobe
constituting NGC 6164. Interestingly, the parts of the nebula located further from HD 148937 appear more enriched in stellar material
than the part located closer to the star. Evolutionary tracks suggest that these ejecta have occured ∼ 1.2 − 1.3 and ∼ 0.6 Myrs ago,
respectively. In addition, we derive abundances of argon for the nebula compatible with the solar values and we find a depletion of
neon and sulfur. The combined analyses of the known kinematics and of the new abundances of the nebula suggest either a helical
morphology for the nebula, possibly linked to the magnetic geometry, or the occurrence of a binary merger.

Key words. circumstellar matter – infrared: stars – Stars: individual: HD 148937 – ISM: individual object: NGC6164/5 – Stars:
abundances

1. Introduction

With its Of?p spectral type, HD 148937 belongs to a small class
of peculiar stars that has triggered quite some interest in recent
years. This category of stars was defined by Walborn (1972) to
designate stars displaying some similarities to Of supergiants but
also clearly different characteristics - in particular, the presence
of strong C iii 4650Å emission lines. HD 148937 was amongst
the first objects classified as Of?p, but was only recently the tar-
get of in-depth studies.

HD 148937 is the brightest and hottest massive star to pos-
sess a strong magnetic field (Martins et al. 2012). The effec-
tive temperature of this object reaches ∼ 40000 K, its gravity
log g ∼ 4.0, and its mass approximately 50–60 M� (Nazé et al.
2008a; Martins et al. 2015). It displays chemical enrichment, but
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with a level comparable to O supergiants (Martins et al. 2015).
It is a slow rotator, as evidenced by its narrow spectral lines
(v sin i ≤ 45 km s−1, Nazé et al. 2010; Wade et al. 2012; Mar-
tins et al. 2015). Its magnetic field was discovered by Hubrig
et al. (2008) and was subsequently monitored by Wade et al.
(2012) who derived a bipolar field strength of 1kG, confirming
the pole-on geometry derived by Nazé et al. (2010).

The strong magnetic field is able to channel the stellar wind
of HD 148937 towards its (magnetic) equator. As the magnetic
axis is tilted with respect to the rotation axis, the dense equa-
torial regions are seen under different angles during the stellar
rotational cycle. This explains why the star presents line profile
variations of its Balmer and He i lines, which are partially formed
in this confined wind region. The spectral changes detected for
HD 148937 are, however, of a smaller amplitude than for other
Of?p stars (Nazé et al. 2008b). This is explained by a nearly con-
stant pole-on configuration (Nazé et al. 2010) that was confirmed
later with spectropolarimetric observations (Wade et al. 2012).
In view of their interpretation, these changes should be periodic
and they indeed are, with a period of only 7.03 days (Nazé et al.
2008b), whilst the other Galactic Of?p stars display much longer
periods (73 days for CPD−28◦ 2561, 158 days for NGC1624−2,
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538 days for HD 191612, and 55 years for HD108). Finally,
HD 148937 emits an intense X-ray emission which is one order
of magnitude brighter than "normal" O-stars but similar to other
magnetic O-stars (Nazé et al. 2010, 2012, 2014). The derived lo-
cation of the emission region (∼1 R� above the photosphere) as
well as the X-ray strength are compatible with hot plasma aris-
ing from the head-on collision between channeled wind flows
from the two hemispheres, even though the softness of the emis-
sion, compared to e.g. θ1 Ori C, remains unexplained (Nazé et al.
2012, 2014).

HD 148937 is located at the center of NGC 6164/5, a bipo-
lar nebula that was studied by Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) and
Dufour et al. (1988). The latter showed that the composition of
the bipolar structure NGC 6164/5 is chemically peculiar with an
overabundance in nitrogen and in helium and a depletion in oxy-
gen and in neon.

The kinematics of the nebula was analyzed in detail in sev-
eral studies and seems to be also peculiar. Catchpole & Feast
(1970) found that the brightest lobes (constituting the bright-
est parts of NGC 6164 and NGC 6165) of the nebula were
moving nonisotropically with radial velocities (RVs) of about
+21 km s−1 and −43 km s−1 for the NW and the SE lobes, re-
spectively. These results were refined and confirmed by Pismis
(1974) and later by Carranza & Agüero (1986) and Leitherer &
Chavarria (1987). However, the kinematics of the nebula as a
whole is not as simple as this would suggest because the inner
parts of the nebula present an independent kinematic structure
with different parts approaching and/or receding.

When one looks carefully at the interstellar environment that
the star is embedded in, the star and the nebula appear further
surrounded by an ellipsoidal stellar-wind-blown shell with a ra-
dius of about 12′ and, further away, by a Strömgren sphere with
a radius of about 1.1◦ (Leitherer & Chavarria 1987). The ori-
gin of such complex motions, as well as the nature of the global
morphology, are still open questions.

In the present paper, we investigate the Spitzer IRS and Her-
schel/PACS data of the nebula to further constrain the properties
of NGC 6164/5. We also put these results in perspective through
a new modeling of the central star with the CMFGEN atmo-
sphere code (Hillier & Miller 1998). The abundances determined
in both environments are compared to trace back the evolution
of HD 148937 and to understand how such a nebula was created.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the observations
and data reduction procedures are presented. In Section 3, we de-
scribe the global morphology of the nebula and a general sum-
mary of its kinematics is provided in Section 4. We analyze the
Spitzer IRS and the Herschel/PACS spectra obtained at nine dif-
ferent positions and in two different regions across the nebula,
respectively, in Section 5. We then model the central star with an
atmosphere code in Section 6. We discuss the results and con-
strain the evolution as well as the origin of the nebula in Sec-
tion 7. Finally, we provide the conclusions in Section 8.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Nebula observations

2.1.1. Infrared data

The far-infrared observations were obtained, with the PACS pho-
tometer (Poglitsch et al. 2010) onboard the Herschel space-
craft (Pilbratt et al. 2010), in the framework of the mass-loss of
evolved stars (MESS) guaranteed time key program (Groenewe-
gen et al. 2011). The PACS imaging observations were carried

out on September 2nd, 2011, which corresponds to Herschel’s
observational day (OD) 842. The observing mode was the scan
map in which the telescope slews at constant speed (in our case
the "medium" speed of 20′′/s) along parallel lines in order to
cover the required area of the sky. Two orthogonal scan maps
were obtained for each filter. The observation identification num-
bers (obsID) of the four scans are 1342227809, 1342227810,
1342227811, and 1342227812, each having a duration of 889 s.

We use the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment
(HIPE, Ott 2010) to perform the data reduction up to level 1.
Subsequently, we apply the Scanamorphos software (Roussel
2013) to reduce and combine the data with the same wavelength.
The pixel size in the final maps is 2′′ in the blue channel (70 and
100 µm) and 3′′ in the red channel (160 µm). The point spread
function (PSF) full widths at half maximum (FWHMs) are 5.2′′,
7.7′′, and 12.0′′ at 70 µm, at 100 µm and at 160 µm, respectively.

To complete this imaging data set, we also retrieved the
WISE infrared images (Wright et al. 2010) at 12 µm and at 22 µm
to better constrain the morphology and the properties of the neb-
ula at shorter wavelengths.

The Herschel/PACS spectroscopic data of the nebula have
been obtained with the PACS integral-field spectrometer that
covers the [52–220] µm wavelength region. This instrument op-
erates simultaneously in two channels: the blue one ranging from
52 to 98 µm and the red one going from 102 to 220 µm. The neb-
ula is, however, too large with respect to the spectrometer field of
view. Therefore, two on-source spectra have been taken, one at
the coordinates RA = 16h 33m 44.5s and δ = −48◦ 06′ 27.4′′ and
one at coordinates RA = 16h 33m 42.7s and δ = −48◦ 04′ 50.0′′
(see the upper panel of Fig. 1). The former region will be re-
ferred to in the present paper as the Herschel-1 region (H1)
whilst the latter is reported as the Herschel-2 region (H2). In
addition, an off-source spectrum has been taken at the coordi-
nate RA = 16h 30m 33.0s and δ = −48◦ 07′ 01.1′′. These spec-
tra allow us to derive the properties of the nebula, in particular
the abundances. For each spectrum, simultaneous imaging of a
47′′ × 47′′ field of view is obtained, resolved in 5× 5 square spa-
tial pixels (i.e., spaxels). The two-dimensional field of view is
then rearranged along a 1 × 25 pixel entrance slit for the grating
via an image slicer employing reflective optics. The resolving
power is between 940 and 5500 depending on the wavelength.
The two obsIDs related to the spectrum taken in the H2 re-
gion are 1342252090, and 1342252091 whilst the two other ob-
sIDs related to the data taken in the H1 region are 1342252092,
and 1342252093. The data were reduced with HIPE version 14,
using the interactive pipeline script for unchopped line spec-
troscopy with calibration set 77. In unchopped mode, the level
of the continuum is not guaranteed and has no physical mean-
ing. Therefore, we subtract the continuum to only represent the
emission lines.

Nine infrared spectra of HD 148937 (AORkey 18380032,
PI: Morris) and of its nebula NGC 6164/5 (AORkey 18380800,
PI: Morris) were obtained with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS,
Houck et al. 2005) onboard the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner
2005). The observation of the nebula (AORkey 18380800, #1 to
#8 in the upper panel of Fig. 1) was performed in "cluster" mode
in which spectra are taken at eight pointed positions whilst the
observation of HD 148937 (AORkey 18380032, #9 in the up-
per panel of Fig. 1) was performed in "single pointing" mode.
The reduced spectra were downloaded from the Cornell Atlas of
Spitzer/IRS Sources (CASSIS, Lebouteiller et al. 2011, 2015).
We use the high-resolution (R = λ/δλ = 600) spectra observed
with the Short-High (SH) and Long-High (LH) modules, cover-
ing spectral ranges from 9.9 to 19.6 µm (SH) and from 18.7 to
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37.2 µm (LH), respectively. The aperture sizes are 4.7′′ × 11.3′′
and 11.1′′ × 22.3′′ for the SH and LH spectra, respectively. The
spectral extraction uses either a full aperture extraction for which
the flux is simply integrated within the aperture or an optimal ex-
traction for which the flux is found by scaling the point-spread
function to the source’s spatial profile. While the former method
is well suited for extended sources, the latter method is only reli-
able for point-like sources. For this reason, for the eight spectra
of the nebula, we used the full aperture extraction, as the emis-
sion is always extended in our observations and the optimal ex-
traction for the spectrum taken at the position of HD 148937 (# 9
in the upper panel of Fig. 1). Unfortunately, we were not able to
analyze the LH spectrum in the optimal extraction mode because
the background emission was too strong to allow its extraction.
We therefore only use the SH spectrum at that position. For the
spectra across the nebula, a scaling factor has been applied to
the SH spectra in order to align it with the continuum of the LH
spectrum. This scaling factor is requested to quantify the cor-
rection for aperture losses and is reported for each spectrum in
Table 1.

The locations at which the different infrared spectra have
been taken are displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 1. As a com-
parison, and because we use it later in the present paper, we also
show the areas of the nebula analyzed by Leitherer & Chavarria
(1987) and Dufour et al. (1988) in the lower panel of Fig. 1.

2.1.2. Optical data

Optical images of NGC 6164/5 have been retrieved from the
Gemini Science Archives. A series of 120s exposures were ob-
tained with GMOS-S imager in three different filters: [S ii] (λc =

6720Å, FWHM = 44.4Å), [O iii] (λc = 4990Å, FWHM = 44.3Å)
and Hα + [N ii] (λc = 6560Å, FWHM = 71.6Å). Unfortunately,
no continuum image was taken along with those nebular images.
The standard reduction has been performed.

To calibrate the flux of the Hα image of the nebula, we
used the HST image in the Hα filter obtained in 1991 with the
WFPC equipped with the F656N filter. This filter is centered
on Hα but the neighbouring [NII] lines also contribute to the
recorded emission (to the level of 30%). Reduced HST obser-
vations were downloaded from the archives. They focused only
on the southeast lobe of the nebula (NGC 6165) and were re-
ported by Scowen et al. (1995). These data were combined to
make a mosaic using the task wmosaic under IRAF and the flux
calibration is obtained by multiplying the recorded ADUs by the
PHOTFLAM keyword and the filter width (19 Å), by dividing
by the exposure time (2×800s) and by correcting for 30% of the
[N ii] contribution.

2.2. Stellar observations

To determine the stellar parameters and the abundances of
HD 148937, we also retrieved the spectra of HD 148937 taken
with FEROS and ESPaDOnS presented by Nazé et al. (2008b)
and Wade et al. (2012), respectively. The analysis of the varia-
tions observed in the spectra has been done in both papers and
will not be repeated in the present study. The reduction processes
of both sets of data were the same as explained in the two papers.

Fig. 1. Top: General picture of the nebula NGC 6164/5 and definition of
the nomenclature used in the present paper. North is up and east is left.
The small white circles represent the positions of the Spitzer IRS spec-
tra whilst the green squares give the footprints of the Herschel/PACS
field of view. The NW and SE lobes are indicated by gray arrows and
the inner zones of ejecta are represented in red. Bottom: Hα image of
NGC 6164/5 taken from the SuperCosmos Hα Survey (Parker et al.
2005). The white boxes represent the areas of the nebula analyzed by
Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) whilst the red arrows represent the posi-
tions analyzed by Dufour et al. (1988).

3. Morphology of the nebula

The Hα and the infrared images of HD 148937 and of its sur-
rounding nebula NGC 6164/5 at 12 µm, 22 µm, 70 µm, 100 µm
and 160 µm are shown in Fig. 2.

The Hα image reveals an ionized nebula, oriented to the
NW-SE axis, with a bipolar or "8" shape centered on the Of?p
HD 148937. This ionized nebula is composed of different visi-
ble structures: two brighter lobes located at SE and NW edges
of the nebula (in blue and indicated by gray arrows in the upper
panel of Fig. 1) and three fainter zones of ejecta located closer to
the central star (in red in the upper panel of Fig. 1). The whole
nebula is formed by NGC 6164 at NW and NGC 6165 at SE (see
the large white circles in Fig. 1). In the ionized nebula, the max-
ima of emission in these two regions are located at about 150′′
and 185′′ from HD 148937 in the NW and the SE directions,
respectively. Assuming that the distance between the star and
Earth is about 1.3 kpc (the distance of Ara OB1, Herbst & Havlen
1977, which HD 148937 is assumed to be embedded in), the pro-
jected separation would then be equal to 0.95 pc and 1.16 pc for
NGC 6164 and NGC 6165, respectively. Leitherer & Chavarria
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(1987) estimated the inclination between the plane in which the
nebula has been ejected and the line of sight to 85◦ even though,
according to these authors, the inclination can be assumed to be
between 60◦ and 90◦.

In the infrared images, the lobes become fainter whilst the
three inner zones of ejecta become brighter until the nebular
emission is not distinguishable from the external environment at
wavelengths longer than 70 µm. This observation suggests that
the dust emission is weaker in the lobes although the presence
of cooler dust in the lobe cannot be excluded. Indeed, at the in-
ner edges of the lobes, one might detect, from the Hα image,
a zone of collision. According to van Marle et al. (2011), only
large grains can pass through this zone. By combining a larger
distance which the lobes are located at and a possible larger size
of dust grains in the lobes, we expect lower dust emission in
the lobes at wavelengths shorter than 70 µm, as observed. In the
22 µm image, we see that the zone of ejecta (in red in Fig. 1)
located at west is particularly bright in comparison to the oth-
ers. This zone is in fact contaminated by the presence of a dark
cloud seen in projection (Peretto & Fuller 2009), that makes the
analysis of the NGC 6164/5 more complex. Because of this dark
cloud and of the high background emission, we cannot measure
accurate flux densities from NGC 6164/5 only and thus deter-
mine an accurate value of the mass of the dust in the nebula
NGC 6164/5. Finally, it is worth noting that the infrared images
also show a cavity centered on HD 148937. This lack of emit-
ting material has probably been formed through the action of the
stellar wind. The shape and the size of this cavity are different
from one infrared image to another: it has a horseshoe shape in
the 12 µm, 22 µm, and 70 µm images but appears larger and with
an unconstrained shape in the images at longer wavelengths. We
can roughly estimate lower limits on the angular distances of
35′′, 51′′, and 64′′, giving distances of 0.22, 0.32 and 0.40 pc be-
tween the star and the eastern, western and northern inner zone
of ejecta, respectively, assuming a distance between the star and
the Earth of 1.3 kpc.

In Fig. 3, we show a larger-scale view using a three-color
image based on the PACS data (70 µm in blue, 100 µm in green
and 160 µm in red). The nebula around HD 148937 is barely
detectable at the bottom of this image (white box in Fig. 3) and
does not constitute the brightest part of the image. Given the
position of the nebula and the size of the observed field, it is
not possible from this image to detect the Stromgren sphere at
1.1◦ observed by Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) whilst the wind-
blown structure at 12′ from HD 148937 is partially in the field
of view of PACS (dashed line in Fig. 3), but cannot be distinctly
observed because of the background emission.

4. Kinematics of the nebula

The kinematics of the whole ionized Hα nebula was analyzed by
Catchpole & Feast (1970), Pismis (1974), Carranza & Agüero
(1986) and Leitherer & Chavarria (1987). These different authors
measured the RVs of the ejecta in four different regions: the NW
and SE lobes as well as in the western and the eastern bright
parts. Their measurements were, in general, in good agreement.
Before comparing the RVs of these different parts, it is worth
noting that the velocity of the center-of-mass of HD 148937 was
measured to be −26 km s−1 (Nazé et al. 2008a). A part of the NW
lobe (constituting NGC 6164) is moving away from the observer
with RVs between +21 and +55 km s−1 but another part of this
region is also approaching the observer with a RV of −3 km s−1.
The SE lobe (forming NGC 6165) is moving toward the observer
with RVs between −30 and −145 km s−1. The kinematics of the

ejecta located between both lobes is more complex. Leitherer
& Chavarria (1987) reported Hα profiles reproduced with four
Gaussian profiles, giving four different RVs for the ejecta lo-
cated at the western part of the nebula (RVs = −70, −19, +33,
and +63 km s−1 were reported) whilst they used only two Gaus-
sian profiles to fit the Hα profiles observed in the eastern part
of the nebula, giving RVs of −79 and −13 km s−1. This com-
plex kinematics suggests that the bipolar or "8"-shaped nebula
displayed in the Hα image could thus be the result of the projec-
tion of a helical structure centered on HD 148937, as explained
in further detail by Carranza & Agüero (1986).

5. Emission line spectrum

5.1. Spitzer IRS spectra

Eight mid-infrared spectra have been taken at different positions
across the nebula and one on HD 148937. As previously men-
tioned, the exact locations of these nine spectra are displayed in
Fig. 1. These data show spectral lines that can provide important
constraints on the physical conditions in the nebula. As an exam-
ple, we show in Fig 4 the merged Spitzer IRS spectrum (SH+LH)
taken at position #2 (see the upper panel of Fig. 1) and where the
SH spectrum is not corrected for the scaling factor. In addition,
because HD 148937 is a point-like source, its LH spectrum was
extracted under the optimal mode. The latter is, however, not
usable because the source is highly contaminated by the back-
ground level. Therefore, the measurements for HD 148937 are
taken only on the SH spectrum.

We measure the emission line flux densities by fitting a
Gaussian profile to the main line profiles. The following emis-
sion lines are detected in the different spectra: [S iv] 10.5 µm,
Huα 12.4 µm, [Ne ii] 12.8 µm, [Ne iii] 15.5 µm, [S iii] 18.7 µm,
[Ar iii] 21.8 µm, [Fe iii] 22.9 µm, H2 28.2 µm, [S iii] 33.5 µm and
[Si ii] 34.8 µm as well as PAH features at 11.3 µm. The correction
factors as well as the corrected fluxes measured for the different
lines are listed in Table 1. We also emphasize that the Spitzer po-
sition #8 is located outside the nebula, on an infrared source. The
measured fluxes are thus contaminated by this external source
and are thus not representative of the fluxes measured across the
nebula.

5.1.1. Electron density

The ratio between the [S iii] 33.5 µm and [S iii] 18.7 µm lines can
be used to derive the electron density in the ionized nebula sur-
rounding HD148937.

To determine the emission line intensities of the
[S iii] 18.7 µm line, we must apply a correction factor to
take the aperture losses into account. This correction factor is
estimated by aligning the continuum flux of the SH spectra to
that of the LH spectra in the small overlap between the two
spectra, except for the region near the star (#9) where this
correction is impossible (see Sect. 2.1.1). In addition to the error
on the ratio between the intensities of the [S iii] lines (∼ 5%),
the global error on the determination of the electron density
is dominated by the errors on the correction factor and on the
electron temperature.

To measure the electron densities in the different regions, we
use the nebular/IRAF package. To this purpose, we need an es-
timate of the electron temperature across the nebula. Leitherer
& Chavarria (1987) as well as Dufour et al. (1988) investigated
the electron temperature at different locations (not necessarily
the same positions as the Spitzer IRS spectra, see Fig. 1) in the
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Fig. 2. Images of NGC6164/5 around HD 148937. Top: the Gemini Hα+ [N ii] image (left), the WISE 12 µm and 22 µm images (middle and right,
respectively). Bottom: PACS images of the nebula at 70 µm, 100 µm and 160 µm from left to right, respectively. The white asterisk indicates the
position of HD 148937. The dash-lined box provides the size of the Hα image because the sizes of these images are different. North is up and east
is left.

Table 1. Line fluxes measured on the Spitzer IRS spectra.

Line Wavelength Corrected flux
×10−15

[µm] [W m−2/aperture]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

[S iv]a,c 10.5 0.21 0.72 0.96 1.69 4.04 0.74 0.61 3.06 0.04
Huα b,c 12.4 0.21 0.42 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.25 1.96 0.03
[Ne ii]a,c 12.8 4.86 11.03 4.58 3.12 3.10 3.89 6.83 21.02 0.26
[Ne iii]a,c 15.5 0.73 3.08 2.89 2.33 3.97 1.07 2.13 12.63 0.09
[S iii]a,c 18.7 3.66 9.30 4.15 2.63 3.42 2.13 5.12 35.35 0.11
[Ar iii]b 21.8 0.06 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.13 0.05 0.13 1.15 –
[Fe iii]b 22.9 0.03 0.11 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.60 –
H2

b 28.2 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.16 – –
[S iii]a 33.5 6.06 7.69 6.45 4.76 5.22 3.77 6.72 37.06 –
[Si ii]a 34.8 2.72 3.00 2.98 3.63 3.20 3.59 3.25 10.61 –

Notes. a Flux uncertainties ≤ 10%.
b Flux uncertainties between 10% and 20%.
c The measured fluxes are corrected by the following scale factors: 4.7, 3.8, 4.7, 4.8, 4.3, 5.6, 4.6, 3.0 for spectra 1 to 8, respectively.

nebula. Even though the electron temperatures close to the lobes
are in agreement between these two studies, the other values ob-
tained in the other parts of the nebula differ from one analysis
to another. Furthermore, Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) provided
two upper limits for the electron temperature. We try to use these
upper limits to determine the electron densities in our spectra
but in some cases, these upper limits are too high to derive a
physical value for the electron density from the observed line
ratios. Therefore, we consider in this section as well as for our
entire analysis a global electron temperature of 7000 K (compat-

ible with values reported by these authors). We also assume a
conservative uncertainty of 2500 K on the electron temperature.

From this value, we obtain very small electron densities
across the nebula except for the lobes where we find ne =
300 ± 70 cm−3 and ne = 930 ± 70 cm−3 in the central parts of
the NW and the SE lobes, respectively. Elsewhere, at the dif-
ferent locations of the Spitzer IRS spectra, the electron densi-
ties are closer to 100 cm−3. At position #4, the electron density
is relatively low, at the limit of measurability. We note that, if
we decrease Te to 5000 K, the electron density in this area be-
comes 70± 20 cm−3. We emphasize that we have determined the
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Fig. 3. Three-color image of PACS photometer field of view with 70 µm in blue, 100 µm in green and 160 µm in red. North is up and east is
left. The box indicates the location of the Hα image (see Fig. 2). The dashed line represents the location of the wind-blown structure at 12′ from
HD 148937 (seen on the Hα image).

r.m.s. densities on the Hα image at the same positions where the
Spitzer data were taken to test our estimates on the electron den-
sity. These r.m.s. densities can be taken as lower limits on the
electron density but are dependent on the volume that we con-
sider to measure them. As first approximation, we have assumed
spherical and cylindrical volumes with radii equal to the aperture
sizes of Spitzer. We note a global agreement between the r.m.s.
densities and the electron densities, thus validating our estima-
tions. The derived values of the electron densities are given in
Table 2.

5.1.2. Abundances

The Spitzer IRS spectra do not provide information on CNO
abundances across the nebula. They do, however, provide abun-
dances for elements such as sulfur, argon, or neon. To take ho-
mogeneous measurements of the hydrogen fluxes, we focus on
the flux estimated from the Hu α hydrogen line at 12.37 µm. We
then assume a case B recombination with Te = 7000 K. Table 2
contains the abundances that we derive for the nine Spitzer IRS
spectra.

To derive the abundances, we use the nebular/IRAF pack-
age. The total elemental abundances are difficult to derive be-
cause certain elements do not have measurable lines in every

ionization state in the Spitzer wavelength domain. Therefore, we
consider that the ionic abundances such as Ar++/H+, or S++/H+

are lower limits to the real abundance values. We nevertheless
obtain abundances for argon, neon and sulfur compatible with
those provided by Dufour et al. (1988). Furthermore, the abun-
dances of these three elements are relatively constant across the
nebula, with Ar/H compatible with the solar abundance whilst
Ne/H and S/H could be considered as depleted in both the inner
and outer regions of the nebula.

5.2. PACS spectra

Given the size of the nebula, only two areas of the nebula (re-
ported as H1 and H2 in Fig. 1) have been observed by PACS.
The footprints of the PACS spectral field of view on the nebula
as well as the off-source position are shown in Fig. 1. Each PACS
spectral field of view is composed of 25 (5 × 5) spaxels, each
corresponding to a different part of the nebula. We measure the
emission line intensities, in each one of the 25 spaxels present in
the two on-source, as well as in the off-source spectra (see the
tables in Appendix), by fitting a Gaussian profile to every line
profile. We also measure the intensities of these lines on the in-
tegrated spectra over the 25 spaxels. The final values of the line
intensities, measured on these integrated spectra correspond to
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Fig. 4. Spitzer IRS spectrum taken at position #2 (see Fig. 1). The step at 19 µm is due to the different apertures used for the SH and LH spectra.

Table 3. Line fluxes measured on the integrated spectra of the H1 and
H2 regions of NGC 6164/5, after subtracting the off-source values.

Line Surface brightness
×10−15

[W m−2/25 spaxels]
H1 region H2 region

[N iii] 57 µm 70.9 ± 0.2 150.5 ± 0.6
[O i] 63 µm 0.9 ± 0.6 7.4 ± 0.3
[O iii] 88 µm 45.8 ± 0.2 62.3 ± 0.1
[N ii] 122 µm 4.2 ± 0.1 11.4 ± 0.3
[O i] 146 µm 0.1 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1
[C ii] 158 µm 4.6 ± 0.3 19.3 ± 0.4
[N ii] 205 µm 1.8 ± 0.3 3.3 ± 0.2

the subtraction between the on-source and the off-source emis-
sion line fluxes. They are given in Table 3. The resulting spectra
are displayed in Figs. 5 and 7 for the H1 and for the H2 regions,
respectively, whilst the comparisons between the on-source and
the off-source spectra are displayed in Figs. 6 and 8 for the H1
and the H2 regions, respectively.

The following forbidden emission spectral lines are de-
tected in both spectra: [N iii] 57 µm, [O i] 63 µm, [O iii] 88 µm,
[N ii] 122 µm, [O i] 146 µm, [C ii] 158 µm and [N ii] 205 µm. The
presence of high ionization lines indicates that the nebula around
HD 148937 is highly ionized whilst the lowest ionization lines
seem to reveal the existence of shocks or of a photodissociation
region (PDR) around the central star.

5.2.1. The H1 region

Electron density As we already mentioned in Sect. 5.1.1, the
electron temperature has been assumed to be 7000 K through
the entire nebula. To determine the electron density in the H1
region, we use the nebular/IRAF package. We compute a ratio

Fig. 5. PACS spectral lines of the H1 region in the nebula around
HD 148937, integrated over the 25 spaxels and background corrected,
using the off-source region. The continuum has been removed for clar-
ity.

of 2.33 ± 0.53 between the [N ii] 122 µm and the [N ii] 205 µm
lines on the integrated spectrum (Table 3). In our spectral range,
these lines are good indicators of the electron density. Assum-
ing an electron temperature of 7000 K, we determine an elec-
tron density of ne = 65 ± 25 cm−3. We note that ne increases to
70 cm−3 if we consider the upper limit on the electron temper-
ature (16600 K) reported by Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) for
the H1 region. This remains, however, within the error bars. The
electron density found in the H1 region is in agreement with the
value obtained from the Spitzer data at position #6.
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Table 2. Electron temperatures, electron densities and abundances across the nebula.

Regions Te ne N/O Ar/H Ne/H S/H
[K] [cm−3]

1 7000 ± 2500 80 ± 50 – > 5.8 7.7 > 6.5
2 7000 ± 2500 930 ± 70 – > 6.0 7.8 > 6.6
3 7000 ± 2500 120 ± 60 – > 6.1 7.8 > 6.6
4 7000 ± 2500 50 ± 40 – > 6.0 7.6 > 6.4
5 7000 ± 2500 135 ± 60 – > 6.2 7.7 > 6.5
6 7000 ± 2500 70 ± 50 – > 5.9 7.8 > 6.4
7 7000 ± 2500 300 ± 70 – > 6.1 7.8 > 6.6
8 7000 ± 2500 600 ± 30 – > 6.1 7.4 > 6.5
9 7000 ± 2500 – – > 6.1 8.3 > 5.5
H1 7000 ± 2500 65 ± 25 1.06 – – –
H2 7000 ± 2500 125 ± 15 1.54 – – –
Aa 6400 ± 600 1000 ± 200 1.15 > 6.3 – 7.1
Ba 7400 ± 400 1400 ± 400 0.78 > 6.3 – > 6.3
Da (7500) 220 ± 100 0.19 > 6.3 – > 6.0
A’a 7600 ± 500 1200 ± 600 1.55 > 6.0 7.5 > 6.2
B’a 8800 ± 500 350 ± 200 1.51 > 6.2 7.3 > 5.7
C’a 8500 ± 500 630 ± 300 1.23 > 6.1 – > 5.7
E’a 8300 ± 700 7000 ± 3000 1.10 > 6.0 7.3 > 6.3
Ib – – – – – –
IIb 6800 ± 800 10000 ± 5000 – – – –
IIIb < 16600 – – – – –
IVb < 21400 500 ± 350 – – – –
Vb 6600 ± 800 6300 ± 3700 – – – –
VIb – – – – – –

Notes. a: Values from Dufour et al. (1988)
b: Values from Leitherer & Chavarria (1987)

Fig. 6. PACS spectral lines of the H1 region (in solid line) and of the
off-source region (in dashed line) integrated over the 25 spaxels. The
continuum has been removed for clarity.

Hα flux To determine the Hα fluxes across the nebula, we
use the Hα image taken with Gemini, recalibrated using the
HST data (see Sect 2). We use the photometric aperture of the
same size as the PACS spectrometer field of view. The red-
dened flux measured in the H1 region is estimated to F0(Hα) =
1.06 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1. By assuming (B− V) = 0.343 (Maíz-
Apellániz et al. 2004) and (B − V)0 = −0.27 (given the spectral

Fig. 7. As for Fig. 5 but for the H2 region.

type O 5.5f?p of HD 148937, Martins & Plez 2006), we compute
E(B − V) = 0.61. From this value, we determine de-reddened
fluxes of F0(Hα) = 4.38 ± 0.5 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 using the
extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989).

Nebular abundances To compute the N++/O++ ratio, it re-
quires to determine the volume emissivities of the [N iii] 57 µm
and the [O iii] 88 µm lines. In this context, we use the nebu-
lar/IRAF package by assuming ne = 65 cm−3 and Te = 7000 K
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Fig. 8. As for Fig. 6 but for the H2 region.

(see Eq. 4 in Vamvatira-Nakou et al. 2016). From the measured
line fluxes and their uncertainties (Table 3), the N++/O++ abun-
dance ratio is 1.06 ± 0.04. In order to see whether this ratio is
representative of the overall N/O ratio, we determine the N++/N+

ratio from the [N iii] 57 µm and the [N ii] 122 µm lines. This ratio
is equal to 2.9. As mentioned by Stock & Barlow (2014), when
this value is larger than unity, this indicates that N++ is the dom-
inant ionization state of nitrogen. Therefore, given the similarity
of their ionization potential, we can assume that O++ is also the
dominant ionization state for oxygen in the observed field. In
conclusion, we can assume that the N++/O++ is representative of
the global N/O ratio. This value is much higher than the solar
value, estimated to be (N/O)� ∼ 0.14 (Grevesse et al. 2010).

An estimate of the nitrogen abundance in the H1 region can
also be made. In this context, we use the Hα flux that we have
determined, as well as the fluxes measured on the [N iii] 57 µm,
the [N ii] 122 µm, and the [N ii] 205 µm lines. We assume a case-
B recombination with Te = 7000 K (Draine 2011). The ionic
abundances N+/H+ and N++/H+ have been determined with the
nebular/IRAF package, and then summed to give the final value
of N/H = 5.4 ± 1.4 × 10−4, by number. If we consider Te =
16600 K (the upper limit given by Leitherer & Chavarria 1987)
and ne = 70 cm−3, the N/H ratio is equal to 3.1 ± 1.2 × 10−4 by
number.

Photodissociation region The nebular spectrum taken in the
H1 region displays the [O i] 63 µm, the [O i] 146 µm and the
[C ii] 158 µm lines that probably indicate the presence of a PDR
around HD 148937. In PDRs, the ratio between the [O i] 63 µm
and the [C ii] 158 µm lines is measured to be smaller than ten
(Tielens & Hollenbach 1985), whilst in shock regions, it is larger.
Given the ratio between these two lines, it is unlikely that their
presence is due to shocks.

Neutral oxygen is found only in neutral zones. Therefore,
the [O i] lines exclusively arise from the PDR (Malhotra et al.
2001) but neutral atomic carbon has an ionization potential lower
than that of hydrogen and one thus expects to find C ii emission
arising from both the H ii regions and the PDR.

The C/O abundance ratio can be estimated from the PDR line
fluxes following a method described by Vamvatira-Nakou et al.
(2013). This method was used to disentangle the contributions
of the PDR and of the H ii region to the flux of [C ii] 158 µm.

In the ionized gas region, the ratio of fractional ionization is
given by

< C+ >

< N+ >
=

FH ii
[C ii] 158/ε[C ii] 158

F[N ii] 122/ε[N ii] 122
(1)

where we define FH ii
[C ii] 158 = α F[C ii] 158 with F[C ii] 158 being the

total flux of the [C ii] 158 µm line, α a factor to be determined and
ε the volume emissivity. Assuming that < C+ > / < N+ >= C/N
and calculating the emissivities using the nebular/IRAF package
with ne = 65 cm−3 and Te = 7000 K, we find

FH ii
[C ii] 158

F[N ii] 122
= [0.69 ± 0.18]

C
N
. (2)

From N/O = 1.06, and from the line fluxes reported in Table 3,
we obtain

logα = log C/O − [0.18 ± 0.04], (3)

using the measured F[C ii]/F[N ii] ratio. Assuming that there is
a pressure equilibrium between the ionized gas region and the
PDR, we have

nH0 k TPDR � 2 ne k Te = 9.1 ± 0.9 × 105cm−3K (4)

that is used to define a locus of possible values in the dia-
gram of Fig. 9. From these values (red lines in Fig. 9), we have
log(F[O i] 63/FPDR

[C ii] 158) + [C/O] = [0.43 ± 0.03], where by def-
inition [C/O] = log(C/O) − log(C/O)�. Using the values of
the line fluxes from Table 3 and (C/O)� = 0.5 (Grevesse et al.
2010), we solve the equations to obtain α = 0.95 ± 0.03 and
C/O = 1.42 ± 0.39. That means that almost all the flux of the
[C ii] 158 µm line comes from ionized gas. We must emphasize,
however, that the estimate of the flux for the [C ii] 158 µm line
in the two areas observed by PACS must be taken with caution,
given the high flux measured for this line in the off-source spec-
trum.

5.2.2. The H2 region

Electron density Among the different regions of the nebula
studied by Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) and Dufour et al.
(1988), three are close to the H2 area observed by Her-
schel/PACS. Assuming Te = 7000 K through the H2 region, as
we did for the entire nebula, is in agreement with the measure-
ments of Leitherer & Chavarria (1987) and Dufour et al. (1988)
who estimated Te to be equal to 6800K and 7600K, respectively.
We compute a ratio of 3.46 ± 0.19 between the [N ii] 122 µm
and the [N ii] 205 µm lines. To determine the electron den-
sity inside this H2 region, we use the nebular package of the
IRAF/STSDAS environment. From Te = 7000 K and the ratio
of 3.46, we determine an electron density of ne = 125±15 cm−3.
This value is smaller than what we found from Spitzer data at
position #7. The aperture size and a large gradient of electron
density in this region of the nebula can explain such a difference.

Hα flux We use the Hα image and the same extinction value
as reported in Section 5.2.1 to derive the Hα flux in the H2
region. We determine a reddened and a de-reddened flux of
F0(Hα) = 3.32 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 and F0(Hα) = 1.46 ± 0.6 ×
10−10 erg cm−2 s−1, respectively. The values for the Hα flux in
the H2 region are therefore larger than in the H1 region.
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Fig. 9. Temperature-density PDR diagnostic
diagram. The grid of flux ratios F[O i] 63/F[O i] 146
versus F[O i] 63/FPDR

[C ii] 158 was calculated by solv-
ing the level population equations for a range
of temperatures and densities. The black and
the red lines correspond to the H2 and the H1
regions, respectively. The quasi-vertical dashed
lines indicate the pressure equilibrium con-
straint between the H ii region and the PDR,
with the corresponding errors (dash-dot lines).
The horizontal dashed line corresponds to the
observed ratio with the errors (see Vamvatira-
Nakou et al. 2013, for more details).

Nebular abundances As we did for the H1 region, we estimate
the volume emissivities of the [N iii] 57 µm and the [O iii] 88 µm
lines by assuming that ne = 125 cm−3 and Te = 7000 K. From
these values and the fluxes reported in Table 3, we compute a
N++/O++ ratio of 1.54±0.06 for the H2 region. We also compute
a N++/N+ ratio of 1.9, indicating that the N++/O++ is representa-
tive of the global N/O ratio. Therefore, we conclude that the N/O
value is larger than that determined for the H1 region. Further-
more, we note that the N/O ratio estimated in the H2 region is
similar to the value provided by Dufour et al. (1988) (N/O ∼ 1.5,
for their "A’" and "B’" regions), given the uncertainties.

The nitrogen content is also computed by assuming a case-
B recombination with Te = 7000 K. The sum of the ionic
abundances N+/H+ and N++/H+ gives a final value of N/H =
4.3 ± 1.3 × 10−4, by number. The N/H ratio seems similar in the
H1 and the H2 regions, within the uncertainties. This means that
the oxygen is responsible for the difference between the N/O ra-
tios obtained in the H1 and H2 regions, confirming its possible
depletion in the nebula (Dufour et al. 1988).

Photodissociation region As already detected in the H1 region,
the [O i] 63 µm, [O i] 146 µm and [C ii] 158 µm lines are also vis-
ible in the H2 region. By following the same method, we deter-
mine the percentage of flux arising from the ionized region for
the [C ii] 158 µm line as well as the C/O ratio.

In this context, we use the N/O ratio of 1.54 ± 0.06 that
was measured in the H2 region. The temperature-density PDR
diagnostic diagram (see the black lines in Fig. 9) provides us
log(F[O i] 63/FPDR

[C ii] 158) + [C/O] = [0.55 ± 0.02], obtained from
the ratio between the [O i] 63 µm and the [O i] 146 µm lines of
about 1.0±0.1 (Table 3). By solving the equations as reported in
Sect. 5.2.1, we obtain α = 0.88 ± 0.01 and C/O = 2.24 ± 0.10.
The [C ii] lines measured from the H1 and the H2 regions are
thus clearly dominated by the H ii region. Given the size of the
Strömgren radius (∼ 1.1◦) surrounding the nebula NGC 6164/5,
it therefore appears normal that the PDR is only a small fraction
of this immense sphere. Although the C/O ratio must be taken

with caution given the background spectrum, the C/O = 1.42
and 2.24 in the H1 and H2 regions, respectively, can also sug-
gest an oxygen depletion that has been observed in the nebula
(see, e.g. Dufour et al. 1988, for further details) and already men-
tioned before.

5.2.3. Mass of the ionized nebula

Vamvatira-Nakou et al. (2013) provided two equations to deter-
mine the ionized mass of a nebula: one using the Hα flux and
one using the radio emission.

The Hα flux is measured from the Gemini Hα image, af-
ter having recalibrated it with the HST image (see Sect. 2.1.2).
We measure a reddened flux of F0(Hα) = 5.15 ± 0.95 ×
10−10 erg cm−2 s−1. This value is compatible, at 3 σ, with the
Hα flux estimated by Frew et al. (2013). After having corrected
it for the extinction, we obtain a de-reddened Hα flux for the
whole nebula of F0(Hα) = 2.12 ± 0.39 × 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1.
The equations B.7 and B.16 provided by Vamvatira-Nakou et al.
(2013) are dependent on the fraction of the volume of the nebula
that is filled by ionized gas (the ε parameter) as well as the frac-
tion of He in the form of He+. The former parameter is unknown
for NGC 6164/5 whilst the latter has been estimated to 0.14 by
Leitherer & Chavarria (1987). Considering Te = 7000 K, an an-
gular radius of the nebula equal to 185′′, and a distance of 1.3 kpc
(Herbst & Havlen 1977), we estimate the mass of the ionized
gas to be 16.0 ×

√
ε M�. Therefore, for an arbitrary relatively

small value of the filling factor, ε = 0.01, the ionized gas mass
is 1.6 M�. A more conservative estimation would be to consider
that all the ionized material is located in the lobe regions. In this
case, we consider a shell as first approximation of the 3D ion-
ized nebula with an outer radius of 190′′ (∼ 1.2 pc at 1.3 kpc)
and an inner radius of 142′′ (∼ 0.9 pc at 1.3 kpc). Under this
assumption, we estimate a volume of 4.4 pc3 for the shell and
of 7.4 pc3 for the sphere taking the whole structure into account,
giving a fraction of the volume of the ionized gas of 0.6. This
value would suggest a mass of the ionized gas of 12.4 M�.
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The radio emission used to determine the mass of the ionized
gas is given by Milne & Aller (1982). These authors reported
an integrated flux of 2.50 Jy at ν = 5 GHz and of 2.54 Jy at
ν = 14.7 GHz. We thus estimate the mass of the ionized gas to be
19.8×

√
ε M� with the same assumptions as before. Both values

are in agreement within the errors on the different parameters.
To summarize, the exact determination of the ionized mass

is difficult given the uncertainties on several parameters. We
can certainly assume that the mass ejected by HD 148937 is
larger than 1.6 M�, which agrees with the results of Leitherer
& Chavarria (1987).

6. Modeling of the central star

To perform the modeling of the central star, we employ the non-
LTE CMFGEN atmosphere code (Hillier & Miller 1998). This
code simultaneously solves the radiative transfer equation for
a spherically symmetric wind in the co-moving frame and the
rate equations under the constraints of radiative and statistical
equilibrium. The velocity structure is constructed from a pseudo-
photospheric structure connected to a β-velocity law of the form
v = v∞(1 − R/r)β where v∞ is the terminal velocity. The density
structure is computed from mass conservation. The photospheric
structure is obtained after a few iterations of the hydrodynami-
cal solution in which the radiative force computed from the level
populations and atomic data is included.

Our final model includes H i, He i-ii, C ii-iv, N ii-v, O ii-vii,
Ne ii-iv, Si iii-iv, Mg ii, S iii-v, Ar iii-v, Ca iii-iv, Fe ii-vii, and
Ni ii-vi with the solar composition of Grevesse et al. (2010) un-
less otherwise stated. CMFGEN also uses the super-level ap-
proach to reduce the memory requirements. On average, we in-
clude about 1870 super levels for a total of 8050 levels. The final
synthetic spectrum is obtained from a formal solution of the ra-
diative transfer equation. A microturbulent velocity varying lin-
early with velocity from 10 km s−1 to 0.1 × v∞ was used. We
include X-ray emission in the wind since this can affect the ion-
ization balance and the strength of key UV diagnostic lines. In
practice, we adopt a temperature of three million degrees and
we adjust the flux level so that the X-ray flux coming out of the
atmosphere matches the observed LX/Lbol ratio equal to 10−6.1

(Nazé et al. 2008b).
The final spectrum is then convolved by a rotational profile

estimated by the Fourier transform method (Simón-Díaz & Her-
rero 2007), and then convolved again by a Gaussian profile to
mimick an isotropic macroturbulence. A description of the main
diagnostic lines is provided by Mahy et al. (2015).

The best-fit CMFGEN spectrum (Fig. 10) gives an effective
temperature of 40000 ± 2000 K, and log g of 4.0 ± 0.1. The lu-
minosity of HD 148937 is taken from Wade et al. (2012), that
is, log L

L�
= 5.8 ± 0.1. The helium lines are pretty well re-

produced as well as the other absorption lines except for the
cores of the Balmer lines that seem affected by emission. Only
the N iv 4058Å and the C iv 5801–11Å doublet are poorly fit-
ted. The surface carbon abundance, by number, is estimated to
2.1±0.5×10−4, the surface nitrogen abundance to 4.5±0.8×10−4

and the surface oxygen abundance to 1.7±0.3×10−4. HD 148937
is thus depleted in carbon and oxygen and overabundant in ni-
trogen. The N/O and C/O ratios determined for HD 148937 are
2.65 ± 1.14 and 1.24 ± 0.62, respectively. N/O is higher than in
the nebula, as expected qualitatively. Our stellar parameters as
well as our abundances agree with the values of Martins et al.
(2015). The wind parameters are determined from the UV lines,
the He ii 4686Å and Hα lines. We are, however, not able to fit

Table 4. Fundamental parameters of HD 148937

Teff [K] 40000 ± 2000
log g [cgs] 4.0 ± 0.1
log L

L�
5.8 ± 0.1a

R [R�] 16.6+4.0
−3.2

Ṁ/
√

f [M� yr−1] 3.0 ± 1.0 × 10−6

v∞ [km s−1] 2600 ± 350
f 0.8
vcl [km s−1] 200
β 2.0
v sin i [km s−1] 22
vmac [kms] 70
He/Hstar 0.10 ± 0.02
C/Hstar 2.1 ± 0.5 × 10−4

N/Hstar 4.5 ± 0.8 × 10−4

O/Hstar 1.7 ± 0.3 × 10−4

Notes. a: Wade et al. (2012)

the UV and the Hα lines with a single set of wind parameters
(Ṁ, v∞ , clumping filling factor, and β). A possible cause can be
the spectral variability of the object, but it is most probable that,
because of the magnetic confinement, the spherical symmetry
assumption, implicit to CMFGEN, is no longer valid. The funda-
mental parameters (stellar, wind, and abundances) of HD 148937
are listed in Table 4.

7. Discussion

7.1. Evolutionary tracks

HD 148937 is a magnetic star with a 7.03-day variability that is
associated to its rotational period. Wade et al. (2012) determined
veq/vcrit = 0.12 and an obliquity of the magnetic field equal to
38◦.

In the present study, we confirm the effective temperature
and the gravity for HD 148937. Combined to the known lumi-
nosity of the star, these parameters provide a radius of 16.6 R�,
giving HD 148937 a rotational velocity of veq . 120 km s−1

when accounting for the period of 7.03 days. The analysis of
the optical spectrum of HD 148937 infers a projected rotational
velocity of v sin i . 22 km s−1. We thus obtain an inclination of
the stellar rotation axis of 11◦, which is consistent, within the er-
rors, with i ≤ 30◦ derived from the magnetic field analysis (Wade
et al. 2012).

The stellar parameters of HD 148937 allow the determina-
tion of its position in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram
(Fig. 11). We compare this position with the evolutionary tracks
of Brott et al. (2011) and of Ekström et al. (2012). The evolu-
tionary tracks of Brott et al. (2011) take the transport of angular
momentum by magnetism into account through the Tayler-Spruit
dynamo formalism (Spruit 2002; Petrovic et al. 2005) but do not
consider possible transport of chemical elements as a result of
this dynamo process, whilst the tracks of Ekström et al. (2012)
do not account for magnetism, either by a dynamo mechanism
or by any strong fossil field.

The presence of a magnetic field can, however, reduce the
rotational rate of the star as it was observationally detected by
Townsend et al. (2010) in the case of σ Ori E. As models do not
take this effect into account, we favor evolutionary tracks with
low v sin i to constrain the current status of HD 148937. In this
context, the tracks of Brott et al. (2011), computed with an initial
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Fig. 10. Best-fit CMFGEN spectrum of HD 148937 (red line) compared to FEROS spectrum taken on June 26th, 2005. The lines that are not
modeled are diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs). Note the presence of an emission component in H and He i (narrow) lines, due to confined winds.

rotational velocity of 100 km s−1, yield an initial mass of 58 M�
to HD 148937. This value agrees with the initial mass of 57 M�
determined from the tracks of Ekström et al. (2012) computed
with an initial rotational rate of 0.1.

The tracks of Brott et al. (2011) reproduce the value of
veq/vcrit = 0.12 at the location of HD 148937 in the HR diagram.
However, the N/O ratio that we find from the atmosphere mod-
els does not match that derived from the evolutionary tracks for
a star with Teff = 40000 K and log L

L�
= 5.8 (i.e., N/O = 0.15).

In the same way, the evolutionary tracks of Ekström et al. (2012)
fail at reproducing the N/O ratio, inferring values slightly too
small in comparison to the observations, as well as a value too
small for the current veq/vcrit. It is, however, worth noting that the
inclusion of magnetism, under the assumption that the Tayler-
Spruit dynamo is working, in the evolutionary models predicts
an increase of the surface velocity and an increase of the mixing
(Meynet & Maeder 2005), implying higher surface abundances
for a given initial rotational rate. An agreement can then be found
between the N/O ratios derived for the nebula and the stellar
value by considering tracks with an initial rotational velocity
of 300 km s−1. For the tracks of Ekström et al. (2012), the star
would have an initial mass of 50 M� and would have an age of

3.8 Myrs; the material located in the H1 region with N/O = 1.06
would have been ejected by a 2.6-Myr star whilst the ejecta sit-
uated in the H2 region (where N/O = 1.54) would be produced
by a 3.1-Myr star. For the tracks of Brott et al. (2011), computed
with an initial rotational velocity of 300 km s−1, the star would
have a mass of 57 M� and currently have an age of 2.1 Myrs, the
H1 region would have been ejected when the star was 0.8 Myrs
old and the H2 region when the star was 1.6 Myrs old. There-
fore, the ejecta of the H1 region would have been ejected 1.2–
1.3 Myr ago and those of the H2 region about 0.6 Myr ago.
This suggests that the H2 region is younger than the H1 region
even though it is further located in projection in the nebula. It
thus turns out that the ejecta seem to have a complex morphol-
ogy/kinematics. These values also infer an expansion velocity of
about 2 km s−1which is not realistic for such an object if we con-
sider that the material travels straight toward the lobes. All these
values should however be considered as preliminary as all mag-
netic processes are not yet (fully) implemented in the models.
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Fig. 11. Top: Current location of HD 148937 (red cross) in the HR dia-
gram and locations at the time of nebular ejections, estimated from the
N/O ratios of the H1 region in blue and in the H2 region in green. Evo-
lutionary tracks in black are from Ekström et al. (2012) whilst the red
ones are from Brott et al. (2011).

7.2. Evolutionary scenarios

Up to now, HD 148937 is the only magnetic O-type star known
to be surrounded by a nebula. The exact formation process of
this nebula raises many questions. The fact that HD 148937 is,
so far, the most massive Galactic star with a detected magnetic
field could play a role in the presence of this circumstellar nebula
even though its magnetic field is not the most powerful detected
among the massive star population. Moreover, no evidence exists
that HD 148937 is a binary system. Neither Nazé et al. (2008b)
from their multiwavelength spectroscopic survey, nor Sana et al.
(2014) from their interferometric observations have detected the
presence of a companion.

Therefore, two possible scenarios can be considered to ex-
plain the ejection of such a nebula: a giant eruption triggered by
the stellar wind and the magnetic field, or a merger event be-
tween two massive stars in a binary configuration.

7.2.1. Giant eruption scenario

The ejecta constituting the nebula is known to be enriched, and
has thus a stellar origin (see Leitherer & Chavarria 1987, Dufour
et al. 1988 and the present study). We have roughly estimated
a lower limit of 2 M� for the mass of the ejecta. García-Segura
et al. (1999) showed that the formation of planetary nebulae with
such bipolar shapes is possible around magnetic stars through
interactions of two succeeding time-independent stellar winds.
Therefore, as a common origin for shaping bipolar nebulae, the
critical rotation during a phase of strong mass loss could explain
the presence of such a nebula. In this scenario, the stellar mate-
rial would be first ejected in the equatorial plane. A second faster
wind would then be ejected in the same plane, and would collide
with the slower and denser wind and would then collimate along
the polar direction. The nebula would thus be composed of two
parts: an equatorial disk and a bipolar structure oriented perpen-
dicularly.

To see whether this scenario can be applied here, we must
analyze the orientation of HD 148937. Let us assume that the
bipolar structure forming the nebula NGC 6164/5 is oriented in
the polar direction. In this case, the equatorial ejection would
correspond to the inner parts detected in the different images

Fig. 12. Sketch of the helical morphology in three dimensions as viewed
from the side. An Earth-based observer is at the left.

of Fig. 2, close to the central star, whilst the lobes would be
created by the collimated material. Under this assumption, the
poles/lobes would be younger than the equatorial ejecta, which
is what we determine from the analysis of the abundances. How-
ever, such a configuration, where the lobes are in the polar direc-
tion, cannot be reconciled with the low inclination of about 15◦
suggested from the 7.03-day rotational period and from the neb-
ula (see Sect 3). It also suggests that the central star was close
to its critical rotational velocity and should remain high even
though the ejecta have taken out some momentum, which is also
incompatible with the observations.

Let us assume now that the bright lobes are in the equato-
rial plane and that the inner zones of ejecta constitute the polar
structure of the nebula. This agrees better with the low inclina-
tion but, in this case, the chemical abundances determined for
the lobes should be less enriched than in the inner parts of the
nebula, contrary to what is observed. Furthermore, the RVs of
the ejecta, close by projection to the central star, should be ap-
proaching the observer and have thus a negative value, which is
also not confirmed by the different studies of the kinematics.

The scenarios involving a giant eruption associated with
wind-wind interactions thus fails at putting together all the
pieces of the puzzle and at characterizing the global properties
(morphology, abundances, and kinematics) of the nebula. Fur-
thermore, by assuming that the timescales of the ejections, de-
termined from the evolutionary models, are correct, the expan-
sion velocity of the nebula, estimated to 2 km s−1, would be too
small to justify a giant eruption. As an alternative, let us con-
sider the morphology presented by Carranza & Agüero (1986)
proposed from their kinematic analysis of the nebula. The nebula
would have been ejected through a giant eruption in the equato-
rial plane of HD 148937. Because of the misalignment between
the magnetic and the rotational axes, the material would then fol-
low a spiral path toward the poles of the magnetic axis, giving to
the nebula a helical morphology (Fig. 12). The material located
close to the central star by projection would have been ejected
first, and thus would be less enriched than the ejecta found in
the lobes, as observed. This also agrees with the low inclina-
tion of the rotational axis of HD 148937. This scenario would
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turn, however, the magnetic wind channeling backwards (from
the equatorial plane toward the poles) rather than from the poles
toward the equational plane, as in the usual confinement scenario
(Babel & Montmerle 1997; ud-Doula et al. 2009, and the refer-
ences therein).

7.2.2. Binary merger scenario

The binary merger scenario was introduced by Langer (2012)
to explain the nature of the nebula around HD 148937. In this
interpretation, this author considered HD 148937 as a binary
merger, that may shed material in the circumstellar medium ei-
ther through a bipolar nebula or through a circumbinary disk
(see de Mink et al. 2014). The ages of the lobes suggested by
the evolutionary tracks tend to support a less violent process,
such as a merging, even though these values must still be con-
firmed. The merging process could even generate a magnetic
field (Tout et al. 2008) but the main issue in this scenario is the
high rotational rate that would be obtained by merging. This rate
would indeed be much higher than what has been derived for
HD 148937 (veq ≤ 120 km s−1). One may, however, wonder at
what rate the magnetic field would brake the rotation in such a
disturbed event. If this rate is very high, it could have slowed
down the star quickly, but this scenario needs to be simulated
to assess its validity. Another question would be to know the
chemical repartition in such an event and see whether it is possi-
ble to find enriched material far from the central merger, as it is
observed for HD 148937. All these questions must still be inves-
tigated before such a scenario can be seen as physically possible
and coherent considering the parameters and abundances of the
star and of its ejecta obtained in the present analysis.

8. Conclusions

We have presented the analysis of the Herschel/PACS imaging
and spectroscopic data of the nebula NGC 6164/5 surrounding
the Of?p star HD 148937 together with Hα and mid-infrared im-
ages, as well as high-resolution optical spectra. The Hα image
shows a bipolar or "8"-shaped ionized nebula whilst the infrared
images describe a dust nebula smaller and closer to the cen-
tral star. These images also exhibit a cavity in the dust material
around HD 148937 that is supposed to be created by the strong
stellar wind.

The far-infrared spectra taken in a H1 region close to the
star and in a H2 region located further away, in the brightest
part of NGC 6164, were analyzed. They indicate the presence of
ionized material with N/O ratios of 1.06 and 1.54, respectively.
This result, combined with the studies of Leitherer & Chavar-
ria (1987) and Dufour et al. (1988), shows that the ejecta form-
ing the brightest lobes in the Hα image are more enriched than
the material located close to HD 148937. By coupling the anal-
ysis of the abundances with the kinematic analysis of the neb-
ula, notably presented by Carranza & Agüero (1986), the most
probable scenario capable of explaining the formation process
of NGC 6164/5 would be a giant eruption ejecting material in
the equatorial plane. This material, thanks to the presence of the
magnetic field, would move towards the magnetic poles through
spiral motions. This scenario would suggest two different in-
clinations, one for the rotational axis and another one for the
magnetic axis. The helical motion would thus be triggered by a
cumulative effect of the stellar wind and of the magnetic field
of HD 148937. A stellar merger event can, however, not be ex-
cluded, but detailed modeling is required to see whether theoret-
ical predictions match observations.
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Appendix A: Emission line fluxes for each spaxel of
the H1 region

Appendix B: Emission line fluxes for each spaxel of
the H2 region

Appendix C: Emission line fluxes for each spaxel of
the off-source region
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Table A.1. Line fluxes in each spaxel. A dash indicates a poor signal-to-noise ratio or a non-detection.

Line Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux
[10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2]

spaxel (0,0) spaxel (0,1) spaxel (0,2) spaxel (0,3) spaxel (0,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 3.50 ± 0.01 3.60 ± 0.01 3.53 ± 0.01 3.56 ± 0.01 3.17 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.36 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.02
[O iii] 88 µm 2.40 ± 0.01 2.40 ± 0.01 2.41 ± 0.01 2.68 ± 0.01 2.45 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.56 ± 0.00 0.55 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00
[O i] 146 µm 0.02 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 1.91 ± 0.01 2.09 ± 0.01 2.02 ± 0.01 2.02 ± 0.01 1.98 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.15 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01

spaxel (1,0) spaxel (1,1) spaxel (1,2) spaxel (1,3) spaxel (1,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 3.31 ± 0.01 3.33 ± 0.01 4.21 ± 0.01 4.09 ± 0.01 3.09 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.29 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02
[O iii] 88 µm 2.28 ± 0.01 2.13 ± 0.01 2.81 ± 0.01 2.76 ± 0.01 2.30 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.57 ± 0.00 0.53 ± 0.01 0.56 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.00
[O i] 146 µm 0.03 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 1.99 ± 0.01 2.04 ± 0.01 1.98 ± 0.01 1.95 ± 0.01 1.82 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.21 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01

spaxel (2,0) spaxel (2,1) spaxel (2,2) spaxel (2,3) spaxel (2,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 2.78 ± 0.01 2.76 ± 0.01 3.64 ± 0.01 3.52 ± 0.01 3.00 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.35 ± 0.03 0.31 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.03
[O iii] 88 µm 1.97 ± 0.01 1.85 ± 0.01 2.45 ± 0.01 2.38 ± 0.01 2.13 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.44 ± 0.00 0.49 ± 0.01 0.49 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.00
[O i] 146 µm 0.03 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 1.88 ± 0.01 1.93 ± 0.01 1.86 ± 0.02 1.95 ± 0.01 1.91 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.23 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.02

spaxel (3,0) spaxel (3,1) spaxel (3,2) spaxel (3,3) spaxel (3,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 2.45 ± 0.01 2.12 ± 0.01 2.49 ± 0.01 2.36 ± 0.01 2.74 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.33 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02
[O iii] 88 µm 1.84 ± 0.01 1.62 ± 0.01 1.85 ± 0.01 1.72 ± 0.01 1.83 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.40 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.00
[O i] 146 µm 0.03 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 1.89 ± 0.01 1.81 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.01 1.93 ± 0.01 1.93 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.21 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.02

spaxel (4,0) spaxel (4,1) spaxel (4,2) spaxel (4,3) spaxel (4,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 2.35 ± 0.01 1.99 ± 0.01 1.88 ± 0.01 1.83 ± 0.01 1.79 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.37 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02
[O iii] 88 µm 1.68 ± 0.01 1.42 ± 0.01 1.42 ± 0.01 1.27 ± 0.01 1.32 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.37 ± 0.00 0.43 ± 0.00 0.43 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00
[O i] 146 µm 0.02 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.00 0.06 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 1.65 ± 0.01 1.72 ± 0.01 1.91 ± 0.01 1.88 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.14 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01
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Table B.1. Line fluxes in each spaxel. A dash indicates a poor signal-to-noise ratio or a non-detection.

Line Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux
[10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2]

spaxel (0,0) spaxel (0,1) spaxel (0,2) spaxel (0,3) spaxel (0,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 5.55 ± 0.02 8.35 ± 0.02 8.04 ± 0.02 4.96 ± 0.02 1.72 ± 0.02
[O i] 63 µm 0.53 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 2.76 ± 0.01 3.24 ± 0.01 3.09 ± 0.01 2.41 ± 0.01 1.35 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.73 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01 1.07 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.06 ± 0.00 0.10 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 2.58 ± 0.02 2.82 ± 0.02 2.91 ± 0.01 2.87 ± 0.01 2.94 ± 0.02
[N ii] 205 µm 0.19 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01

spaxel (1,0) spaxel (1,1) spaxel (1,2) spaxel (1,3) spaxel (1,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 5.67 ± 0.02 9.34 ± 0.02 9.12 ± 0.02 6.50 ± 0.02 2.19 ± 0.02
[O i] 63 µm 0.42 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 1.52 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
[O iii] 88 µm 2.87 ± 0.02 3.52 ± 0.02 3.37 ± 0.02 2.75 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.02
[N ii] 122 µm 0.80 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 1.47 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.06 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 2.62 ± 0.01 2.72 ± 0.01 2.89 ± 0.02 2.78 ± 0.02 2.57 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.31 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.00 0.42 ± 0.01

spaxel (2,0) spaxel (2,1) spaxel (2,2) spaxel (2,3) spaxel (2,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 5.46 ± 0.04 7.63 ± 0.04 10.66 ± 0.04 6.68 ± 0.04 3.25 ± 0.04
[O i] 63 µm 0.45 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 2.79 ± 0.02 3.29 ± 0.02 3.75 ± 0.02 2.76 ± 0.02 1.84 ± 0.02
[N ii] 122 µm 0.71 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.04 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 2.45 ± 0.03 2.43 ± 0.02 2.49 ± 0.02 2.43 ± 0.02 2.51 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.23 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01

spaxel (3,0) spaxel (3,1) spaxel (3,2) spaxel (3,3) spaxel (3,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 4.53 ± 0.02 5.75 ± 0.02 8.55 ± 0.02 7.99 ± 0.02 4.49 ± 0.02
[O i] 63 µm 0.40 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01 0.56 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 2.53 ± 0.02 2.77 ± 0.02 3.44 ± 0.02 3.02 ± 0.02 2.20 ± 0.02
[N ii] 122 µm 0.57 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.04 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00 0.07 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 2.33 ± 0.01 2.34 ± 0.01 2.46 ± 0.01 2.31 ± 0.02 2.37 ± 0.02
[N ii] 205 µm 0.30 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01

spaxel (4,0) spaxel (4,1) spaxel (4,2) spaxel (4,3) spaxel (4,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 4.02 ± 0.02 4.94 ± 0.02 5.90 ± 0.02 6.48 ± 0.02 4.15 ± 0.02
[O i] 63 µm 0.40 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 2.32 ± 0.01 2.47 ± 0.01 2.85 ± 0.01 2.82 ± 0.01 2.18 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.42 ± 0.01 0.51 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.03 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00 0.06 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00
[C ii] 158 µm 2.08 ± 0.01 2.05 ± 0.02 2.30 ± 0.01 2.22 ± 0.02 2.23 ± 0.02
[N ii] 205 µm 0.12 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.00
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Table C.1. Line fluxes in each spaxel. A dash indicates a poor signal-to-noise ratio or a non-detection.

Line Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux
[10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2] [10−15 W m−2]

spaxel (0,0) spaxel (0,1) spaxel (0,2) spaxel (0,3) spaxel (0,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 0.08 ± 0.00 0.13 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.00 0.06 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.36 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 0.24 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.33 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.03 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00 0.06 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 1.76 ± 0.01 1.86 ± 0.02 1.87 ± 0.02 1.91 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.02
[N ii] 205 µm 0.11 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01

spaxel (1,0) spaxel (1,1) spaxel (1,2) spaxel (1,3) spaxel (1,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 0.05 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.00 0.09 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.34 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 0.21 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.33 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.03 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 1.82 ± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.02 1.73 ± 0.02 1.81 ± 0.02 1.74 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.12 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01

spaxel (2,0) spaxel (2,1) spaxel (2,2) spaxel (2,3) spaxel (2,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 0.14 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.24 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 0.21 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.30 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.01 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 1.74 ± 0.01 1.64 ± 0.02 1.67 ± 0.01 1.72 ± 0.02 1.78 ± 0.02
[N ii] 205 µm 0.15 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01

spaxel (3,0) spaxel (3,1) spaxel (3,2) spaxel (3,3) spaxel (3,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 0.06 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01
[O i] 63 µm 0.24 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01
[O iii] 88 µm 0.21 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01
[N ii] 122 µm 0.26 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.02 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 1.68 ± 0.02 1.63 ± 0.01 1.63 ± 0.02 1.71 ± 0.01 1.76 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.17 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01

spaxel (4,0) spaxel (4,1) spaxel (4,2) spaxel (4,3) spaxel (4,4)
[N iii] 57 µm 0.12 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.00
[O i] 63 µm 0.25 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.00
[O iii] 88 µm 0.20 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.00
[N ii] 122 µm 0.25 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.00 0.26 ± 0.01
[O i] 146 µm 0.01 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01
[C ii] 158 µm 1.61 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.02 1.58 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.01 1.58 ± 0.01
[N ii] 205 µm 0.10 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.00 0.17 ± 0.01
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